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abreast of all the other com-
modity markets and stock mar-
kets throughout the world. . . .
Time stamps re-
cording the time
on each order be-
fore it enters the
pit.
(Q'ECRETLY declaring bankruptcy
at the end of my sophomore year
at Taylor (and owing some lor mv
last semester), I answered just about
every ad in the Chicago Tribune,
intending to work for a year and
return to school. One of the ads I
answered was "Wanted, Secretary,
willing to learn to fly an airplane,
must be able to pass pilot's physical."
Although I thought I'd never get the
job. I inquired anvvyay.
When I went for the interview
I was uneasy as to what I might be
oettins into. Behind the desk sat the
"last of the Old West" completely
attired in full cowboy regalia (Stetson,
Western-cut shirt with pearl buttons,
Western-cut suit, and cowboy boots
-the only thing missing was his
Colt 45). At any rate, I was
given the position.
It turned out that mv new
employer was a cattleman from the
Chicago Stock Yards who was about
to open an office at the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange where futures
trading in live cattle had just begun.
(Mercantile Exchange? Futures
trading? Live cattle? — sounded like
a foreign language . . .). He
explained that he flew his own
plane all over the country
(particularly out west) buying cattle
and shipping them back to his
customers; and mv job basically would
be to run the one-girl office at
the Mercantile.
I did have occasion to flv a plane
^unofficially, of course) and even
landed it once on a grass air strip
between two cornfields. Most of
the time, however, I ran the Chicago
office which consisted of managing
two telephones, one hot-line to the
tradino floor to the brokers, and
the other an outside line to
customers (primarily farmers). I'd
go back and forth (like that Alka
Seltzer commercial) quoting the
market and placing buy and sell
orders. After a while I began to pick
up the lingo of both the brokers and
the farmers with their "cattle-talk."
It was through this job that I learned
the fundamentals of both the futures
market and the cattle business.
During this period I did extensive
traveling — but all I ever saw were
feedlots. ranches, and stockyards.
You'd have trouble convincing me
that most western cities aren't all pens,
alleys, sale rings and wall-to-wall
cattle. I even had the privilege? of
helping load cattle on trucks (all
the while trving to overcome my
fear of being trampled) and actually
vaccinating the animals (while feeling
sorrv for them).
Mistakes Costly
Two vears later I began working
directlv on the trading floor of the
Mercantile Exchange for a brokerage
firm, L. D. Schreiber & Co. My new
duties included talking to customers,
quoting the market, writing orders
and reporting them back to the
customer — all of which sounds quite
simple except for the fact that even
a small mistake could mean hundreds,
even thousands of dollars in just
a few minutes.
At the time I was one of about
three women working on the "floor."
This was an interesting situation,
since there were 500 men members
and about 1,500 men emplovees
— what more could a girl ask?
In an attempt to explain the
Mercantile Exchange and the trading
floor, about all I can really say is
that you would have to see it to
believe it ... To look at it, it's pure
pandemonium — brokers jumping up
and down shouting and gesturing,
"runners" seemingly flving helter
skelter, running orders back and forth
from their desks to brokers in the
pits, paper all over the place —
trading cards, crumpled orders —
everything seems to end up
on the floor.
Many an order has come back
with a size eleven footprint stamped
on it . . . Constant motion . . .
Computers flashing the last prices
on large electronic panels . . . Ticker
tapes . . . Teletypes receiving and
sending orders . . . Time stamps
recording the time on each order
before it enters the pit . . . Telequotes
keeping brokers abreast of all the
other commoditv markets and stock
markets throughout the world.
News service wire machines
constantly printing out the latest
happenings — news which can
sometimes have very drastic effects
on market prices . . . Chalkboard after
chalkboard of statistics which apply
to the various commodities traded
. . . Flashing lights on the thousands
of telephones over which business
is conducted (telephones light up
instead of ringing, otherwise the noise
would be completely deafening).
As it is there is a constant din as all
trades must be made by open
outcry which necessitates much
screaming and yelling.
When the market is moving fast,
some of the brokers become quite
excited as they trv to fill orders, and
considerable shoving and pushing
result. There have been a few
casualties — mostly broken eyeglasses
— but a couple of traders have landed
on the floor, and when they pulled
themselves up, discovered a broken
nose or separated shoulder.
Seconds Count
Because futures prices change so
rapidly, time is measured in seconds
rather than minutes. The atmosphere
bristles with excitement, nervous
tension and adrenalin as each price
"tic" records a profit or loss. If there
is anyplace "where the action is"
this is it.
The Mercantile Exchange is an
open marketplace where commodity
futures contracts are traded in such
exotic? commodities as live hogs,
live cattle, eggs, pork bellies or
uncured bacon, lumber, potatoes
and milo. These contracts are bought
and sold both in the hope of making
a profit (speculation) and protecting
one's profit (hedging). In order to
accomplish this, member-brokers
"trade" contracts for their customers
and themselves bv entering a "pit"
(which is a designated stair-stepped
area for each commoditv) and
"offering" or "bidding" to fill
their orders.
For me, the futures market offered
a constant challenge — one can never
completely master it —since it is
always changing. That is one of the
things I find fascinating. So, I began
the virtually endless task of
"learning the business" through
practical experience.
I learned market terminology —
long, short, bull, bear, limit up,
limit down, daily trade, scalp, position,
covering, rally, break and more.
I learned various types of orders —
limit, stop, fill or kill, market if
touched, CFO (cancel former order),
OCO (one cancels the other), etc.
I learned to watch statistics and
interpret the effect they would have
upon a market. I learned to analyze
government reports and form
opinions as to their effect on the
market. I subscribed to trade
magazines — mv mailbox was filled
with Farm Journal and Successful
Farming and the National Livestock
Producer as well as Vogue
and Glamour!
After three years (and three years
ago) I became the trading floor
manager for mv firm. It was then my
responsibility to run the trading
floor—hire mv help, talk to customers,
place their orders and make sure
that everything was done correctly
— even small errors can be very
costlv in this business.
Last fall the formalities were
started and on January 3, 1973 I
became the first woman trader in the
history of the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange. It is a particular honor for
me since mv membership formerly
belonged to the President of our
firm, Mr. L. D. Schreiber. It was
his decision to give me this
opportunity — a step in which he
relinquished his personal charter
membership on an exchange he
helped found and build into the
billion dollar business it is today.
Having the confidence of this
self-made millionaire who has been in
commodities all his life (he is now
an octogenarian)—makes me all
the more determined to prove his
judgment and it is my hope that
above all I will be an asset to
the company.
Miriam takes a split-second glance at the big board during a stint in the "pressure-cooker" trading arena. A typical example
of a speculative, 60-second transaction might be as follows:
1) Fred Jacobs looks in the morning paper and notes that
the previous day's closing price of pork bellies for delivery
in May (i.e. the May futures contract) is 35.50<< per lb. Feel-
ing that pork belly production will increase in the future,
Jacobs believes that 35.50 is a good price at which to sell
May futures in the hope of buying back his contracts later at
a lower price.
2) He calls his broker to determine the price of May bellies
at that time.
3) His broker perhaps notifies him that May bellies are
35.50 "asked" and 35.45 "bid."
4) Jacobs enters an order to sell five May pork belly con-
tracts immediately "at the market."
5) The broker writes and time-stamps an order form. It is
immediately transmitted to the floor of the Exchange where
it is executed by a floor or pit broker.
6) The pit broker may call out "Five at 50." He may sell at
"45 bid" or sell the "cars"— individually or as a group—at
the best price he can, to another broker. If he had a "price"
order, rather than a "market" order, he would sell only at
the specified price, or better.
7) The pit clerk writes the trade data on a card, stamps the
time, and gives it to a computer input operator who records
the information in the computer for permanent record. From
the computer, each trade price is transmitted via ticker to all
parts of the world, and the price is posted on elecronic quo-
tation boards or blackboards on the Exchange floor.
8) Meanwhile, a record of the transaction is sent back to
the broker who calls Jacobs to confirm it. The whole process
often takes less than one minute.
The day's trading over, the littered exchange floor takes on the look of a battlefield. One
of the world's largest commodity future markets, the C.M.E. does $40-bi II ion worth of trades
annually. Membership in the "Merc" is limited to 500 persons who qualify on the basis
of financial, moral and commercial standing. As a floor trader, Miriam is licensed by the USDA
and is allowed to vote in all Exchange meetings and elections.
Some Questions People Ask
Q. Does it feel strange to be the
only woman trader in the pit?
A. Because I have been on the
trading floor for six years 1 really
feel quite familiar with trading
and with dealing with men traders.
Q. Do the men traders resent a female
entering their all-male bastion?
A. Again, I feel that my background
on the trading floor has helped
since most of the brokers know
me and sort of feel that 1
"earned it." Prior to my
membership there was quite a
bit of opposition — they had an
"unwritten" rule that women
were not allowed in the pits,
usually using the excuse that
it is "too rough" in the pits for a
woman. They have had other
women members but they never
qualified them to trade. 1 think
that most of the members are
favorable in their attitude toward
me and those that aren't are at
least resigned to the idea.
Q. Is it "too rough" in the pits
for a woman?
A. I feel that anyone—man or woman
—has to have a certain
temperament to trade. Certainly
the pit is no place for shrinking
violets as the action is fast —
sometimes furious. One has to
be aggressive when filling orders
as all brokers are competing with
each other for the best price.
But I have not found it necessary
to be unladylike in any way.
1 think that one is treated by
others according to the way he
behaves. I have tried to work
in a businesslike and friendly
manner, to earn the respect of
my colleagues. So far the men
have not been rough with me even
though the markets have been
extremely volatile lately. I'm
not exactly what one would
refer to as "petite" anyway.
Q. Do vou feel that being a
broker is unfeminine?
A. I am feminine and therefore,
what I do is feminine. As far as
I'm concerned, occupations are
asexual. Actually, I enjoy being a
woman in a world of men.
Q. What about women's lib?
A. J never knew 1 wasn't liberated.
In my opinion, a person is just as
liberated as he wants to be.
Though I'm not a marcher and
belong to no lib groups, I approve
of many of the goals of women's
liberation—equal pay for equal
work, equal credit opportunities,
etc. However, I feel that with
liberation also comes
responsibilities—one must earn
opportunities and be willing to
take the risks created by them. l<&|
by Ron Rhodes — Marion Chronicle-Tribune
T.HOMAS E. Atcitty says he knows from his own
experience that there are better ways, other than militancy,
to achieve solutions to Indian problems.
Atcitty, a 1963 graduate of Taylor University, returned
to the campus in an Alumni Talk-Back Series lecture in
which he was outspoken in his criticism of federal
government efforts to correct injustices to Indians.
At the same time, he said the militant Indian takeover
of historic Wounded Knee, S. D., is not the way to
get sympathy. "It was a sad day for the Indians."
Atcittv, a Navajo, is president of Navajo Community
College, at Many Farms on the Navajo Reservation in
Arizona. He told his Taylor audience of the "Trail
of Broken Tears" and other militant Indian actions;
"Although we agree with them in their objectives, manv
of us do not condone their methods, particularly those such
as the ransacking of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
headquarters in Washington, D. C.
The Tavlor alumnus said the Wounded Knee
demonstration "just makes it worse for the Indian movement
in giving the Bureau of Indian Affairs an excuse not
to take any action." He said such actions also tend to
do more to harm the cause of small tribes, which do not
have the lobbv powers of large nations such as the Navajo.
"The Wounded Knee occupation raises some very
legitimate concerns, but I question one which is grosslv
out of place, that of asking the federal government to
replace a tribal leader (Richard Wilson, head of the
American Indian Movement)," Atcitty said. "The Pine
Ridge Sioux deserve the right to decide on the replacement
of their own leaders and I fail to see where the Indian
cause could benefit from the action at Wounded Knee."
Misdealings
But Atcitty recounted stories that emphasized a
long history of government misdealings with Indians.
He told of the case of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), which had received permission
from Navajo leaders to use a portion of the reservation
for testing the Apollo Mission Lunar Rover moon vehicle.
In return, Navajo tribesmen asked the astronauts to carry
a piece of turquoise, a stone sacred to their people,
to the moon and back on their flight.
"The NASA officials said yes, they would be glad to.
But the mission came and went and we never did get the
stone back. Whenever the leaders asked about it, they
were put off with statements about how it would be
sent out next week and so on. Finally we went to the
press with the story and as a result, got the stone back.
That's a small thing, but it illustrates the situation
that exists even today. The powers that be do not seem
committed to live up to their end of the promises.
And Indians continue to get the short end of a bargain."
He said Indians want to retain their reservation lands
because they have "adapted to the land and we know now
what it can do for us. At first, we were put there
because it seemed like the most useless land. Since then,
oil and other mineral resources have been discovered
that have become a major source of tribal income."
In his role as an educator, Atcitty contends that the
establishment of more Indian universities like Navajo
Community College will not result in an Indian brain drain.
"In setting up Navajo Communitv College, for example,
part of the curriculum will be courses on Indian language,
culture, customs and crafts. Many tribes can't even
speak their own language anymore and many customs
are beginning to fade. We think this will help the young
Indians to retain and preserve their heritage."
Atcittv said he hopes to see more economic growth
on the reservations to "help keep Indian monev on
the reservations." One way this is being done now, is in
tribal scholarship programs which require the
recipient to give a year of reservation service for
each year of scholarship assistance.
Pride Over Power
Atcitty believes the Indian plight could be best
handled from within the system. He advocates education
and economic strength as tools of power and says the
Navajo feeling tends to favor "Indian pride rather than
Indian power" unless it is power that can be
influential among government decision-makers.
Speaking of Wounded Knee, Atcitty related, "There's
a story that when General Custer rode out to the battle
of Little Big Horn, the last stop on the way was at
the Indian agent at Wounded Knee. He told the agent,
'Now I want you to stay right here and don't do a
thing until I come back.' Of course Custer never came
back and many Navajos feel this characterizes
the government attitude."
"We would like to see some real action come of
the Wounded Knee occupation," Atcitty continued, "but
there are within the Bureau of Indian Affairs and related
agencies many bureaucrats with just a few years until
retirement who are unwilling to make waves.
But fortunately there are exceptions and I
still have faith in our democracy." <&]
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Stimulated by Thomas Atcitty's lectures, students engaged the administrator
in a question and answer session. Tom's appearance was a feaure of the
annual Alumni Talk-Back which included guest appearances by about 25
alumni in many professions.
Dear Dr. Rediger:
After attending the inauguration of
Tom Atcitty as president of Navajo Community
College, we wanted to give you a short report.
We enjoyed the ceremonies and the short
time we were able to spend with Tom.
It was interesting to meet and become
somewhat acquainted with another Taylor
alumnus and friend of Tom, Dwight Meier ('59).
He participated by opening the ceremonies
with prayer.
In attending the luncheon which Tom
gave for invited guests we were impressed
with the unashamed acknowledgement of God
and His working on the part of the Navajo
men who spoke. That was exciting to us
because of our experience with an anemic
church without men on the reservation where
we lived for two years. Perhaps the church
which Fred Yazzi ('62) pastors contributes
to this spiritual awareness.
Thank you for giving us this opportunity
to attend the ceremonies. It was an
experience we won't soon forget. There is
also a possibility that we will be stationed
somewhere on the Navajo reservation after Jon
finishes his residency in obstetrics and
gynecology in two years.
Sincerely,






The Reverend William J. Hi
A TREASURE. A leper without hands
made this cross as a gift for Dr.
Milo Rediger during the President's
visit to the Orient. Truly, the ground is
level at the cross.
' Vi
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"They met constantly to hear the apostles
teach, and to share the common life, to break
bread, and to pray. A sense of awe was every-
where, and many marvels and signs were
brought about through the apostles. All whose
faith had drawn them together held everything
in common: they would sell their property and
possessions and make a general distribution
as the need of each required.
Acts 2:42-47 (N.E.B.)
"If then our common life in Christ yields
anything to stir the heart, any loving consola-
tion, any sharing of the Spirit, any warmth of
affection or compassion, fill up my cup of
happiness by thinking and feeling alike, with
the same love for one another, the same turn
of mind, and a common care for unity. There
must be no room for rivalry and personal
vanity among you, but you must humbly reckon
others better than yourselves. Look to each
other's interest and not merely to your own."
Philippians 2:1-4 (N.E.B.)
L.]UKE describes these earlv Chris-
tians as living in a community of
believers that was totallv Christian in
philosophv and conduct. Luke and
Paul both beautifullv describe Chris-
tian community as a sharing in the
common life. This common life is
expressed in the meaningful, vital
relationship with Jesus and with one
another.
Luke says in Acts that their faith
had drawn them together in bonds of
love and thev held everything in com-
mon.
Some of those who owned property
were so caught up in this common
life that thev sold their property and
distributed to those brothers who were
in need. What every man owned was
his brother's as well. No one con-
sidered himself above another. There
was not the spirit of competition
among them to "one upmanship" as
there seems to be among so manv pres-
ent day Christians to dress better—to
drive a better car—to build a larger
home than one's neighbor. The world
about them was amazed at their love
for one another.
In writing to the Philippians, Paul
takes up this theme from Acts. He
talks of the conduct of the Christians
and challenges them to stand up and
be counted for their faithfulness.
(Philippians 1:27-28)
Paul tries to impress on the minds
of his readers at least three principles:
I. That Privilege Implies Responsibility
(Philippians 1:29).
Paul was willing to lay it all on the
line—his character, his conduct, his
experiences as examples of what Chris-
tian living is all about. Not in a boast-
ful sense for he continually pointed
men to look to Jesus (Philippians
2:5). It was Jesus living out His life
in Paul.
We are responsible for our conduct
—for the consequences of our decisions
and are responsible to one another in
our human relationships.
The second principle Paul alludes
to is this:
II. Becoming a Christian Does Not Exclude
One From Membership In The Human Family
with its trials, failures, temptations,
discouragements and depressions
(Philippians 4.12).
Paul tells us that our battle is not a
struggle against flesh and blood but
against satan himself (Ephesians 6:10-
13). Satan is indeed alive and well on
planet earth.
The third principle is:
III. That Christians Are to Live Worthy of
Their Spiritual Possessions. "If you are a
Christian," says Dr. James Boice, "you
do not hold your possessions in Christ
through any virtue of your own. What
you have, you only have from Him
who is kino of kings—who won it—
kept it—and gave it to you."
Out of this possession in Christ we
have the responsibility to obey Him
and to love one another. "That the
world," Jesus said, "would know we
are his disciples and that the world
would know the Father sent Him."
In Philippians 2:1-4, Paul describes
in beautiful language what Christian
community is about. Paul knew that
Christians are hard to get along with
at times. That basically man is self-
centered, defensive and at odds with
himself and his fellowman. That man
—even Christian man—struggles with
his will against God's will.
Mans basic selfishness is described
in the popular song of a few years
ago:
O What a beautiful morning
O What a beautiful day,
I've got a beautiful feeling.
Everything's going my way.
... or as Frank Sinatra expressed it
in his hit tune "I Did It My Way."
Christian community is not each
one doing his own thing apart from
a special concern for his brother. It is
not the spirit of "one upmanship" by
position, possession, prestige or popu-
larity. The Christian has a dutv to see
more than his brother's faults, weak-
nesses and sins. Christian love does
not deny these nor brush them aside
as unimportant. At times Christian
love rebukes those things that would
destroy a brother. But Christian love
goes beyond the negatives and seeks
to know the brother— to learn from
him— to help him to grow spiritually
together in Christ. For in Christian
community we are one in Him.
It is a sharing of ourselves, the shar-
ing of the spirit, love and life of Christ
and a common care for unity — in
honor preferring one another — doing
all to the glorv of God.
This is Christian community—body
life—common life in Christ. Let us
pray and work toward this goal at
Taylor. That the faculty, administra-
tion and students may be brothers and
sisters in Christ. That we may have
a common care for unity. That we
may look to each other's interests.
That there be no room for personal
rivalry and vanitv. That we not put
each other down but build each other
up in the faith. We do this by praying
for each other, bv sharing with each
other and bv being sensitive to each
other's needs, bv being willing to in-
volve ourselves in each others' lives—
by hurting with each other and rejoic-
ing with each other. t&
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The newest Taylor musical group, yet unnamed, made its debut during the senior recognition banquet on Commencement weekend.
Mrs. Deane (Betty Irish) '28
and Mrs. Melvina Wilson '28
were among the 150 who
attended the reunion buffet.
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Early classes were represented by Mrs. Chester
(Emma Tanner) Lewis '13, the Rev. Homer Chalfant
'14, and Mrs. E. G. (Adeline Fletcher) Giggy '17.
Seniors Terry Metzger and
Clyde Rauch inspired reunion
luncheon guests with tastefully-
presented duets.
The latest in center pieces was
displayed at the reunion buffet








(Shared at the Seniors' Recognition Banquet)
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If I were to say all the good things I
feel I should say about Taylor, this
would be at least 100 miles long.
I like the close association here, the
One privilege that has been ours to
Of thp meet, to visit with, and to
Rinnoot fellowship with many of^ the students, the faculty,
and the staff of Taylor. It has been
great, and I regret to see this come to
a close.
The kind of atmosphere generated
here is not found on all campuses, for
we have witnessed the differences be-
tween the secular and the Christian
schools. We hear it fairly often, and I
can't say it strongly enough — Christ
does make a difference.
When a person is vounger, it seems
there is a tendency to be lured to the
big name schools. But, after living a
few years and having a sense of values
fall into, what I believe to be, their
proper place, I can very sincerely say
that the truly big name in schools is
the Christian college, and Taylor is
one of the biggest.
Right here, I would like to interject
a bit of philosophy that if I were to
leave out, I wouldn't be me. I have
seen that the Christian sportsmen and
sportswomen have an opportunity of
witnessing open to them which is not
ordinarily available. I have a very
warm spot in my heart for the athlete,
especially the Christian athlete and
coach. I do not wish to make light of
other areas of education or endeavor,
for everyone knows how important
they are. Yet, I can not say enough
about the Taylor athlete, coaching
staff, and the dedicated professors on
this campus, for I have seen their wit-
ness and its effect upon the lives of
my sons.
I sincerely believe in Taylor and all
that it stands for. To the faculty, staff,
and coaches of Taylor, I would like to
sav: "You are some of the most im-




I am deeply honored to speak on be-
half of those persons who have had 25
years or more of living since they grad-
w_ y uated from Taylor University
_ . When I arrived at Tay-
Special
]or University 29 years
PlaCG ago, I came from a rural
background with a most unsophisti-
cated view of higher education. How-
ever, with even that limited back-
ground, I was aware of the fact that
Taylor, surrounded by farmland and
touching the Upland village border,
was a somewhat cloistered institution
of learning. I believe that there are
some disadvantages to being tucked
away from the larger world. But I also
have to say that at this tiny spot in the
universe, I found a whole new world
opened to me.
I appreciated the basic education
that I received here. But much more
than all of that was the contribution
made to my life by the people I came
to know and love in this place and sim-
ilar persons in the years since. This
group included many of my peers
(other students), very special faculty
persons, and individuals in the sur-
rounding community.
I felt a sense of "kinship" with these
persons that had much to do with our
mutual commitment to Christian
values. I was so impressed with the
quality of relationships and attitudes
toward daily tasks among these com-
mitted individuals. The feeling of
"kinship" was basic to the development
of an inner strength that has had on-
going importance to me . . . This
strength has sustained me through
some personal trials. It has given me
perspective in mv work as a social
worker in a mental hospital. I have
drawn upon this strength in dealing
with deeply troubled individuals.
When I left Taylor University in
1948, I felt that this was a very spe-
cial place. Today, 25 years later, I
still feel that this is a special place. v&!
by
Bill Sowers
In relation to my four years at Tay-
lor, I would like to share with you the
development of my commitment, my
opportunity, and my vision.
My commitment has not necessarily
-|-l._ been to Taylor or to Taylor
standards, but instead to a
Wrong personal relationship
Question with Jesus Christ. There
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have been many times when this com-
mitment was forced into a second or a
third priority, but these were the grow-
ing times in my experience. It was
definitely at Taylor that I began to
understand what real commitment to
Jesus Christ involved.
My opportunity for growth as a per-
son has been unlimited. From spend-
ing consecutive Christmas vacations in
inner-city Chicago and New York re-
spectively, to venturing to Africa under
TWO with four of my T.LJ. brothers
for a fuller summer of missionary serv-
ice, God has taught me many things.
It has been through experiences such
as these that God has been breaking
mv own personality so that it can be
more fully submitted to Him.
Mv vision is that my love relation-
ship with Jesus will grow deeper and
that the characteristics which develop
from that relationship might be evi-
dent in mv life. That is what Taylor
has been for me, a learning, growing
experience in which God uses all op
portunities to show me my weaknesses
and His strength. Asking the question
how much have I gained academically
from Taylor so I can get the job that I
desire is probably the wrong question.
Perhaps the question we should be ask-
ing is how much have we allowed God
to break through our personalities that
He can make us into the kind of tools
for the jobs in which He places?
"When God calls a man, he bids
Him to come and die." I hope that
Tavlor has been that kind of an ex-
perience for most of us graduating
seniors. That we have availed our-
selves to the opportunities to be broken
by the Spirit of God to become the
men and women God intended for us
to be.M
TOP: The listening room in the new
student union provided a comfortable
place for the reunion for the class of
1938.
CENTER: Some of the members of the
class of 1948 who turned out for their
25th reunion observance. Alyce (Rocke)
Cleveland was host for their Saturday
morning get-together.
BOTTOM: Mrs. Earl (Frances Thomas
Allen captures on film the reunion of
the class of 1928. Wesley Draper is
holding the reunion poster. Miss Grace
Olsen hosted the event.
?*3SBS<3"!: "•• • " ,
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On Becoming a Whole Person
by Kenneth Knipp ('73)
I EARLY four years have passed since a certain group
of expectant but unsure high school seniors came to the
Taylor campus. What these four years have held for me,
and for the rest of the class of 73 has been a series of life-
changing experiences. Because of these experiences, Com-
mencement brought with it both joy and sadness. Sadness
because we were to leave the scene of many learning, grow-
ing, frustrating, and fulfilling experiences.
But to a far greater degree, there was joy—the joy of
thankfulness to God for a time of growing as a whole per-
son; and I thank God because of what has happened to me
and to other seniors at Tavlor in regard to a perspective as
a whole person—especiallv in three areas of my life.
A Thrilling Idea
The first area is community. The concept of community
to me is a thrilling idea. I experienced at Taylor the accept-
ance, the love, and the fellowship of a community of Chris-
tian believers in a way I had never known before. I saw
this community in the spiritual, the athletic, the academic,
and the social life.
In some ways the community life has been very ful-
filling on an emotional level, and I think that is good,
because as humans we need that emotional strength as part
of our whole person. There is something very strengthening
emotionallv that can be found in studying together, work-
ing together, and worshipping together. There is something
very meaningful that occurs at a chapel service or a Spiritual
Emphasis Week service when I worship with the students
in my classes, the professors and the staff of this university.
There is something verv meaningful when I can walk into
the Grill, or the Bookstore, or the Union, or the Library
and talk on a one-to-one, person-to-person basis with the
facultv and staff because we are all part of a community—
a learning communitv of Christian believers.
One of mv strongest impressions of this community came
in mv sophomore vear. Mel Habecker, then a freshman,
had just returned from visiting his father, who was near
death, suffering from cancer. A number of us football
plavers were not aware of the situation and the seriousness
of it, but Tommy Gilmore was a good friend of Mel's and
realized what was going on. Right after that first practice
when Mel was back, as we were in the locker room, Tommy
called the whole team together—called guys upstairs in the
training room, out from the showers, from the different
benches and places where they were dressing into a little
group in the middle around himself and Mel. He said,
"Fellows, Mel's dad is reallv sick with cancer and near
death; and Mel is hurting and we need to pray for him, his
father, and his family."
Right there a group of thirty or thirty-five guys experi-
enced a communitv of prayer—guvs in all stages of dress
and undress, some kneeling, some sitting, some standing,
in that community of prayer for that individual and those
specific needs. I thank God for those experiences of com-
munity that I had and that others had here at Taylor. I
thank Him for what we have meant to each other.
As the Taylor community, then, has been very fulfilling
and meaningful to me on an emotional level, the crystalliz-
ing and integrating of mv thinking as a Christian that has
occurred here has been verv meaningful on an intellectual
level. Thousands, millions, of individuals simply cannot
cope with life because they have no clear concept of their
own identity, no coherent view of the world, no idea as to
the meaning of life.
B. F. Skinner says there are no such things as freedom
or dignity. Alvin Toffler says that future shock has become
such a dynamic force that we will soon be unable to cope
with rapid social, cultural, and technological change. Ken-
neth Keniston in his book, "The Uncommitted," says that
it is difficult to live without some clear sense of self. The
problems of self-acceptance, anxiety, and fragmentation run
verv deep.
Widely accepted by psychologists is the fact that most
psychological problems are caused either by guilt, anxiety,
fear, or the inability to realize who I am, and what this
world is all about. And I praise God that so many of us
have been motivated here to take an objective look at the
world, an intelligent look at our faith, and to realize that
as an aware Christian, as an informed Christian, I can
realistically see myself—with my faults and mv weaknesses
as well as my strengths and my values—as one totally ac-
cepted by God who is in the world as an agent of God's
reconciliation, in whatever capacity that might be.
We have found an answer to the anxietv, the identity
crisis, the fragmentation, and the ambivalence that plagues
modern man. Even though the world may not seem to make
sense, the existence of the supernatural God does give mean-
ing. It is this kind of coherence in thinking that I am talking
about. It goes deeper than the belief of salvation. It is an
in-depth appraisal of the world, the problems of the world,
and myself, under God, and the thinking out of how these
problems are reconciled by God's grace. I am tremendously
thankful for this intellectual and spiritual framework with
which to try to deal with the everyday problems of living.
Faced Reality
Deeper yet, then, than the emotional fulfillment of com-
munity, or the intellectual fulfillment of a coherent world
view, is the challenge to commitment of the will which I
have felt at Taylor. It was here that I was really forced to
come to grips with the reality of the Lordship of Jesus
Christ in mv life. I know many others were as well.
I remember the all-Taylor day of prayer my freshman
vear. In a time of sharing in a service held in the gym. Prof.
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At the request of the graduating seniors, Baccalaureate and Commencement were held outdoors on the Taylor field. Filing
past the bleachers after receiving their degrees are (L-R) Pam Brown, Karen Broad, Brent Brenneman and Cindy Briggs. The
author's remarks were delivered during the Commencement ceremonies on the Taylor football field.
Robert Boyd, who was one man I truly respected, (and I
think it was generally accepted by about everybody that
here was a dedicated, committed Christian), stood up. He
faced the community and said, "I realize I am not the man
I should be; I realize there are things wrong in my life, but
by God's grace I will correct those things; I will be the
man He wants me to be."
It was those kinds of experiences that challenged me to
look at myself and my commitment. I felt the challenge
every year playing football with men who were dedicated
to Christ. I felt the challenge of living with students who
were dedicated to Christ. Dietrich Bonhoeffer puts the
challenge this way: "The only right and proper way is quite
literally to go with Jesus. The call to follow implies there
is only one way of believing on Jesus Christ and that is
believing all and going with the Incarnate Son of God."
I felt that challenge this winter when Mike Perkins
spoke in chapel and recalled some of his experiences at
Taylor. He said, "I don't know what the future holds. I
don't know what lies in store, but I know two things—num-
ber one, it will be good because God is good; number two,
no matter what else happens, I will be committed to Him;
I will be God's man."
I was thrilled at that challenge; I'm thrilled at that
commitment. It is mine, and it is the commitment of many
of the graduates here today. I lay that challenge to commit-
ment, the challenge to coherent thinking, the challenge of
community before each one of us—myself, the graduating
class, and parents and friends. It is a challenge we must
carry with us each day of our lives.
So for me Tavlor has been an experience of community,
the thinking through of a coherent world view, the Chal-
et o
lenge to a deep commitment of my will to the person of
Christ. I'm thankful that mv entire person has been in-
volved—my emotions, my mind, my will. I'm thankful that
God has better things yet to come, and I am honestly
thrilled that we can say— I have experienced a community
of believers, I know who I am, I have a coherent view of
mvself in the world under God; and, most important of all,




Dr. Delmore Liggett, whose
career started in a country
school house, is honored by the
United Nations.
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The world traveler models headdress presented to him during a visit to the Far East.
DT WAS the year the Star Spangled Banner officially
became the national anthem; the year the Empire State
Building was opened; when Al Capone was imprisoned for
income tax evasion; when more than 800 banks closed, and
gold-hoarding brought tenuous security to the panic-stricken.
The year was 1931, when a determined young man, the
ink scarcely dry on his college diploma, began a teaching
career. A humble beginning it was for Delmore Liggett ino o bo
a setting of early 20th century Americana — a one-room
school in the smallest county in the world — Ohio County
in southeastern Indiana. One easily conjurs a romantic
vision—a quaint school nestled in the picturesque hills of
the Ohio River Valley, a group of over-all-clad farm boys
and pigtailed girls, and a firm, strapping teacher—a made
to order scene for Norman Rockwell.
One-room schools with a stove in the middle were not
new to Liggett. His entire public school education was in
just such a setting—Murray Branch School near his log-
cabin birthplace of Aberdeen.
Liggett never attended high school. The last of nine
children, he was ten years younger than the next older
child. After the eighth grade he had to work on the family
farm to help make a living for his parents and one sister.
The Liggetts raised most of their own food either from the
soil or on hoof.
"But on rainy nights and whenever else I could I had
my head in a book. I took a high school correspondence
course, and when the time finally came, I passed the Indi-
ana University Entrance Exams and enrolled as a college
freshman." After earning his B.S. degree he later did grad-
uate work at Western Illinois U., Indiana U., and at
Oxford, England.
A born teacher, young Liggett knew that work is the
stuff learning is made of. "From the first, education was a
serious and demanding business," the articulate 67-year-old
Dr. Liggett affirmed, as he recalled the past with a verbal
niagara of memories.
"Teaching all grades at once was a handfull of challenge
for a new teacher. But I demanded discipline—there was no
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Dr. Liggett's musical expertise becomes apparent as he performs on his three manual Rogers organ.
doubt from the beginning who was in charge and what we
were there for," he emphasized.
How did he maintain discipline? "I never let an excep-
tion occur," he affirms. "When I promised disciplinary
action I followed through consistently. And I disciplined
girls and boys alike— I tried to avoid preferential treatment
of anyone."
His formula also included the following:
1. He was never afraid of parents regardless of their
station in life.
2. Dr. Liggett never reported on students to their
parents.
3. He always made certain he knew who was guilty.
During his ten years of teaching in the one-room school
Dr. Liggett earned a sizeable reputation. He then became
the first principal of Cass Union School at Rising Sun, a
position he kept for only one year. His teaching was inter-
rupted during World War II when he was appointed Post-
master at Rising Sun' for the duration.
River Town Beckons
But ten miles up the river was Aurora — a fascinating
town rich in river boat history, where high on a nearby
ridge a ship's captain had built a mansion in the 1800's
overlooking the town, its river and northern Kentucky on
the other side.
When the captain's cargo barge rounded the bend from
Cincinnati, he signaled to his wife who responded with
some kind of semaphore signal from the mansion's observa-
tion tower.
This modest center of commerce beckoned, and Dr.
Liggett, who by this time had gained wide reputation as a
public school educator, accepted the call to teach fifth,
eighth grade and senior high school English, and World
Historv.
This consumed most of his interest for eighteen years
in Aurora. Now retired, Dr. Liggett testifies: "I thoroughly
appreciated the love and respect of more than 2,000 pupils
and students during my 32 years of teaching."
"But one can only teach who also learns and one can
only teach discipline who practices it himself," was part of
Liggett's credo. On both counts this teacher was far more
than one step ahead of his students. In his carefully-moni-
tored spare time he studied theology, philosophy and meta-
physics in various institutions, earning advanced degrees
for his academic work.
Curiosity is a great catalyst. One day when young Lig-
gett was only in the fourth grade, something in a textbook
caught his eye until it ultimately changed the course of his
life. It was a photograph of a Banvan tree in India. This
sparked his interest in what lay beyond the ocean. This
interest grew until vears later it became overpowering. "I
simply must go and see what the rest of the world and its
people are like," Liggett resolved.
Adventures Begin
So in 1953 he began a saga of travel adventures in which
chapters are still being written. In his program of self-
discipline Dr. Liggett had saved money and decided that
now was the time to invest some of it to research the world.
Under sponsorship of the National Education Association
he took his first foreign voyage to England, Wales, France,
Belgium, Holland, Germany, Salsburg and throughout the
Alps. A high point of this first trip was an audience with
Pope Pius the XII. Seven times he has traveled abroad,
circling the globe in 1957, and visiting South America in
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Dr. Liggett shows his extensive
entry in "Two Thousand Men
of Achievement" to Robert
Stoops of Taylor's Development
Department.
1958 and Australia and New Zealand in 1969.
"I have seen most of the great sites of the world except
the Great Wall of China," Liggett recounts. "These include
the pyramids of Mexico, the Amazon River, the coronation
of Queen Elizabeth the II, a moonlight ride on the Nile,
the Kremlin and the Palace of the King of Siam. Plus the
great cathedral in Mexico City with its five altars of gold
worth over 50 million dollars and all built by one man.
But most of all Dr. Liggett, who is a Bible scholar, has
enjoyed his repeated trips to the Holy Land. However he
is disappointed with the changes he has found there over
the last 16 years. "Modernization is ruining the authenticity
of the Biblical Shrines," he laments. "The Jews have catered
to tourism, but they are a very resourceful people; they
have found and utilized an abundant water supply to
produce excellent vineyards and other crops."
Wrong Information
Special permission from President Eisenhower enabled
Liggett to visit Russia in 1959 at a time when American
travel behind the Iron Curtain was limited mostly to diplo-
mats. "I received a personal letter from the President in
which he admitted he couldn't tell me what to expect." The
good Russian food surprised Liggett as did the comparative
freedom he enjoyed. However the protection he had been
promised by American authorities, though fortunately not
needed in his case, would not have been possible. "Before
my travels I had heard so many things about various coun-
tries that proved to be wrong," the traveler opinioned.
All told, Liggett's travels have taken him to 58 foreign
countries including such remote spots as Samoa, Fiji Islands,
Tahiti and Mentone. He has also driven in 49 of our
United States. "I like to be considered a world citizen," he
points out. "I have found that other peoples love their
countries as much as I love the U.S."
As demanding as thev were, teaching and traveling did
not consume all of Dr. Liggett's energies. He served as
trustee, organist, pianist, certified lay speaker and men's
Bible class teacher at the Mt. Pleasant Methodist Church;
was a founder and member of the National Historical
Societv and served as consultant for World Field Research,
the National Education Association and the Indiana State
Teachers Association.
His international involvements also brought him wide-
spread recognition. Among manv cherished honors are the
Silver Peace medal from the United Nations, for his con-
tribution to international good will; Jupiter Rex, Domain
of Phoebus Apollo; Viking of the Air; Gold medal from the
Intercontinental Biographical Association; and his member-
ship in Two Thousand Men of Achievement 1972; Who's
Who in the Methodist Church; the International Who's
Who of Communitv Service; the International Platform
Association, Men of Achievement and Dictionarv of Inter-
national Biographv, (editions VI-X, London).
Recalling one of his trips to the Holy Land Dr. Liggett
reminisced thoughtfullv: "One time I stood on the Plain of
Armageddon and I said to mvself 'I wonder what will
happen here somedav'r"
A profound Biblical faith, a sense of historv, self-disci-
pline, concern that knows no east or west, professional per-
formance and Christian service: Exercising this combination
of attributes for over half a centurv, Dr. Liggett appropri-
ately has become identified with Taylor University. For he
is now investing in substantial ways that demonstrate his
regard for the Taylor of todav and his confidence in its
future as a college of convictions and character. <&
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'20 The Rev. Otto W. Michel retired from
his ministry in May, 1972, in the area of
Long Island, Kansas, where he and his wife
now reside. They served in western Nebraska
from 1924 until 1966.
They have four children. Dr. Lester A. Michel
('41) and his wife Martha (Brown '42) live
m Colorado Springs where Dr. Michel is head
of the Chemistry Department in Colorado
College. Mrs. Gail Reece (Norma Michel '44)
teaches in a school for the deaf in Delavan,
Wisconsin. Mr. and Mrs. Reece have a
daughter, Carol, who is now a student at
Taylor. Clyde E. Michel (x'51) attended
Taylor a year and a half before transferring
to Colorado College. He has a position with
the Dow Chemical Company in Boulder,
Colorado. Mrs. Doris Fischer attended Asbury
College and now resides near Rev. and Mrs.
Michel with her husband.
The address of Rev. and Mrs. Michel is
Long Island, Kansas 67647.
'26 Clara French is spending 3 months
in Lake Worth, Florida this winter. Her
permanent address is 104 Church Street,
Theresa, New York 13691.
Paul and Ella Kepple were recommended
for "hosts" at a new Heifer Project ranch in
Arkansas and visited it on their way to
Texas to see their girls. They decided it was
too rugged for them so they settled for a
cottage in a Christian Home in Oklahoma,
available in 2 or 3 years. In the meantime they
are happy with friends in Indianapolis.
Their address is 333 S. Butler. Indianapolis.
Indiana 46219.
Ernest and Ruth (Draper 77) Lindell have
been keeping busy. Ernie sawed wood in the
summer while Ruth organized and cataloged
two different church libraries, one 400
and the other 600 volumes. Their address is
305 Main Street, Russell, Pennsylvania 16345.
George Samuelson is teaching three
freshmen English courses. He says, "I am
very much alive and hope to continue teaching
for years to come." His address is P.O.
Box 157, Toccoa Falls, Georgia 30577.
Julia Florence Sherbourne, Towne Terr.
Apt. 6-A, Middletown, N.Y. 10940, is still
teaching at Orange Co. Community College.
She went to Israel in March, 1972, and enjoyed
the many interesting sites.
Clair (77) and Iva (Hawkins) Snell are living
in a mobile home just a mile from the
Pacific and they like it very much. Clair
had added shuffle board and motorcycling to
his other activities and Iva is learning to
sew and finds it fun. They had a trip to
New York in August, 1972, to visit the family.
Their son, David, is a reporter for ABC.
Clair and Iva reside at 44 Alimur Park, Soquel,
California 95073.
Rev. Raymond M. and Miriam Squire are
now taking care of Ethel, Miriam's sister
who is unable to live alone. The Squire's are
planning to spend June, July and August
at 65 Shore Road, Clinton, Conn. 06413. Their
home address is 1609 Sycamore Drive,
Wasco, California 93280.
'39 Dr. Evan H. Bergwall, who has been
superintendent of the United Methodist Elkhart
District for six years, has been named
senior chaplain at Parkview Memorial Hospital
in Fort Wayne, Indiana. He and his wife,
Jean, reside at 5109 Exeter Drive, Fort Wayne,
Indiana 46805.
'41 Professor Ray and Mrs. Chrissie
Kincheloe were honored September 18, 1972,
by CBC CTC faculty and staff on the occasion
of their 40th wedding anniversary at a
reception planned by their four children,
Eloise, David, Jonathan, and Carol. Ray has
taught at Canadian Bible College 'Canadian
Theological College for nineteen years and
Chrissie has served fourteen years.
'49 The new fourth vice-president of
the NAIA is John M. Strahl, athletic director at
Greenville College, Greenville, Illinois.
Strahl has served the past four years on the
NAIA Executive Committee. A native of
New Philadelphia. Ohio, he received his BS
degree at Taylor and his ME degree at Illinois
University. Strahl has been president of
The NAIA Coaches Association from 1963-1965
and was NAIA district 20 chairman for 12
years before joining the NAIA Executive
Committee.
'50 Harold A. and Joy (Jessup) Jones
reside at Box 6, Westport, Indiana 47283.
Harold works at Cummins Engine Co. in
Columbus, Indiana and Joy keeps busy doing
substitute teaching and keeping house for
their two sons, 16 and 18 years old.
'53 David LeShana, President of George
Fox College, has been selected for listing in
"Men of Achievement—1973." He became
President of George Fox in 1969, after serving
as Executive Vice President for two years.
He is married to the former Becky
Swander ('53).
BIRTHS
Robert ('72) and Candace (Barker 71)
Jones are the parents of a daughter, Melanie
Elizabeth, born October 22, 1972. Bob was
commissioned as an Ensign in the Coast Guard
on January 26, 1973 after completing the
OSC program at Yorktown, Virginia. They
now reside at Building 12, Apt. E-6,
Governor's Island, New York 10004.
Jim (71) and Susan (Charles 70) Nolten
announce the arrival of Amy Beth on October
31, 1972. Amy has two brothers, Eric, two,
and Matthew, one. They live at 2310 Wold,
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909.
Jim (71) and Susan (Charles 70) Nolton
announce the birth of their first child,
Joshua James, born December 8, 1972. They
reside at 180 Melba Street, Milford,
Connecticut 06460.
Ted (68) and Beverly Cryer became the
parents of their first child, Timothy Hudson
Cryer, February 16. He weighed 8 lbs., 6 ozs.
Ted graduated from the University of
Maryland School of Medicine in 1972. This
year he is doing his internship in the area
of internal medicine at South Baltimore
General Hospital. He plans to continue there
until next year, taking a year of
residency in medicine.
The Cryer's address is 8521 Old Harford
Road, Parkville, Maryland 21234.
Dick and Doris (Kaufmann '63) Starr
announce the arrival of Leah Kay and Lisa Ann,
twin daughters who were born minutes before
10:00 A.M. February 20. Doris and the girls
are doing fine.
Their address is Casilla 187,
Esmeraldas, Ecuador.
Tom (70) and Dee Ann (Stoops x'70)
Peterson announce the birth of a son, Andrew
Thomas, March 18, 1973. Tom is teaching
physical education and coaching football
and wrestling in Chesterton, Indiana,
where their address is 119 B South 18th
Street, Chesterton, Indiana 46304.
Dr. Randolph ('69) and Mrs. (Bari McCracken
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x'72) Behnken would like to announce the
birth ot their first child, daughter Elizabeth
Brooke Behnken, on December 27, 1972.
Randolph is practicing law in Leitchfield,
Kentucky where they live. Their address is 123
Main Street, Leitchfield, Kentucky 42754.
Stan and Carolyn (Wolfgang x'62) Lewis
announce the birth of Stephen Ryan Lewis
born on March 12, 1973. They are sponsored
by World Gospel Mission and will be leaving
as missionaries for Burundi in August.
Richard ('70) and Lynn (Golian '68) Strycker
announce the birth of Joy Melissa born
March 15, 1973. Richard is employed as
Mortgage Loan Officer of the St. Joseph Valley
Bank. The Stryckers reside at 809 Hiawatha
Drive, Elkhart, Indiana 46514.
Ronnie and Sally (Zart '67) Shell would
like to announce the arrival of their first
child, John Andrew, born January 17, 1973.
Ronnie, Sally and John are moving from
Tennessee to South Carolina. Their new
address is Carolina Sandhills National Wildlife
Refuge, Route 2, Box 130, McBee, SC 29101.
Dennis ('65) and Lois (Jackson '63) Austin
are the parents of Stephen Wesley, born,
March 3, 1973. Stephen's sisters are
Jennifer, 5V2, and Tammy, 4. Dennis is acting
chairman of the education department at
Huntington College. Lois teaches part-time
in elementary methods at Huntington College.
Their address is 1620 College Avenue,
Huntington, IN 46750.
Stan and Lorri Sue (Berends) Nussbaum,
both 71, announce the birth of their
daughter Anjila Jayne, born April 3. Stan
is graduating from Trinity Divinity School
with a masters in Church History and will go
on for a Master of Divinity degree next year.
They are employed as head residents at
Ferry Hall School, a boarding high school
for girls in Lake Forest, Illinois. Their address
is Ferry Hall School, Lake Forest, IL 60045.
Jerry ('69) and Diane Wortz, 141 Hull
Street, Coldwater, Michigan, announce the
birth of their first child, Jeremy William,
Septemberr 21, 1972.
Merlin and Judith (Starns '65) Willard
announce the birth of their first child,
a daughter, Sarah Starns Willard
on February 6, 1973.
Judy received her Masters in U. S. History
from Northern Illinois University in 1969
and was teaching at Dixon High School.
Judy, Merlin and Sarah reside at R. R. 3,
Grand Detour, Dixon, Illinois 61021.
Russell ('58) and Marjorie (Chitwood x'61)
Hamilton had a new daughter born into
their family April 2, 1973. April Dawn is her
name and she joins her other sister, Joy, five,
and brothers Philip, nine, and Russell, eleven.
Russell has been pastor of the North Shores
Baptist Chuch for over two years. Before
this he was director of Hi Point Youth
For Christ in West Liberty, Ohio. The
Hamiltons live at 22820 Raymond Court,
St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48082.
Paul F. and Roberta (Hiatt '66) Rice
announce the birth of their first child,
Daniel Paul Rice, born February 24, 1973.
Bobbi has been working as a Social Worker for
Los Angeles County for the past 5 years
but is now staying at home with their
new arrival. They reside at 20822Vz Roseton,
Lakewood, California 90715.
Sutherland and Rodina (Prestley x'62)
MacLean were blessed with the arrival of
a little 9-pound power house named Andrew
Fullerton on March 27, 1973. He joins the
rest of the family, Heather, Rodina and
Robert in the country of France. The
MacLeans will begin their furlough in July
and their address is 8 Hadley Road,
Armonk, New York 10504.
David ("68) and Dinah (Flannigan x'71)
Odle were blessed with a second child on
June 4, 1973. Nicole Gabrielle joins Chadwick
James, IV2, at the address of 5 S. Breeze
Drive, Patchogue, New York.
Harry (x'62) and Linda (Ward x'63) Moore
announce the arrival of an adopted girl
born May 24, named Sarah Ann. Harry, Linda,
Matthew, 3V2 , and Sarah live at R. R. 3,
Box 285, Zionsville, Indiana 46077.
Jerald and Loretta (Thomas '63) Mann
are the parents of a- second son, Eric Eugene,
born May 17, 1973. Their older son, Joseph
Brent, is 2V2 years old. They reside at
553 N. Main Street, Marion, Ohio 43302.
Ron (70) and Cookie Long announce the
birth of Jennifer Lee on May 25, 1973.
Their home address is 2737 Washington Center
Road, Lot 274, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Dan ('66) and Judy (Englund '66) Kastelein
announce the birth of Wendy Jean last
October 3. Brian is now five years old and
Christy is two. Dan has received his M.S.
degree at the University of Missouri and has
accepted a position as Marketing Engineer
with Varian Associates. Their new address is
1908 Weston Lane, Schaunburg, Illinois, 60172.
James and Susan (Beam '65) Crumbacher
are the proud parents of a baby girl,
Rebecca Sue, born December 7, 1972. She
was received happily at home by Bradley who
is now 2V2 years old. Jim is working for
Super Valu Food Distributors and taking
accounting at Miami Jacobs Junior College
of Business. Susan is busy at home and does
some writing for David C. Cook Publishing
Company. They reside at 1460 Seminole
Drive, Xenia, Ohio 45385.
WEDDINGS
Garrett E. Crow ('65) and Charlyn G.
Williams were married at the Alumni Memorial
Chapel on the campus of Michigan State
University. Garret is now in the terminal
stages of a doctoral program in botany at
Michigan State. Charlyn is a reading
improvement teacher in the elementary
grades in Lansing. Garrett and his wife are
now living at 1204 Snyder Road,
East Lansing, Michigan 48823.
Ronald J. Oakerson (72) and Elizabeth
Ann Axtell were united in marriage January 8,
1973, in the First Baptist Church in
Deposit, New York.
Both are graduate students at Indiana
University where she is a student of
musicology and he is studying in
political science.
David Jonathon and Donna Lee (Altman 73)
Terry are now residing in Upland after
their marriage of June 10 at the Assembly of
God Church in Farmingdale, New York.
Their address is Box 282, Taylor University,
Upland, Indiana 46989.
Patrick A. Sprunger (71) and Susan
Scott (72) were married August 5, 1972.
Patrick teaches Jr. High Bands in Bluffton
Jr. High School, Bluffton, Indiana, and Susan
teaches at Bluffton High School. They live
at 6008 Moeller Road, Box 68,
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46806.
Lyness Porter and Margaret Sherman
Brown ('49) were married May 27, 1973, in
the Upland United Methodist Church. Their
address is 4717 Whittum Road,
Eaton Rapids, Michigan 48827.
Kenneth Snare (71) and Renny Tweddell
(x'74) were married on June 9. Their
address is R. R. #2, Box 41,
Cambridge City, Indiana 47327.
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Robert Harshman and Carol Jane Stoops (73)
were united in marriage Sunday, June 10
at Kemp United Methodist Church, Tipton, IN.
They will reside at 702 N. Jefferson,
Hartford City, IN where Janie is assuming
a position at Rural Saving & Loan. Bob is
employed at Franklin Electric Corp.,
Bluffton, IN.
DEATHS
Taylor University Magazine, Spring 1972,
contained an erroneous item about the death
of Mrs. Raymond (Pharaba Polhemus '25)
Shirey. The report should have been of the
death of Mrs. Shirey's husband on April 16.
1972.
Mr. William Lomicky passed away
November 11, 1972. Surviving is his wife
Alice (Reynolds '30) who resides at 3064
Meridian South #8, Lake Park, Florida 33403.
Cr. Gerald Wesche ('30) went to be with
the Lord January 2, 1973 after an
extended illness.
Dr. Wesche taught school after his
graduation from Taylor. He then went to the
School of Medicine at the University of
Wisconsin from which he graduated in 1936.
He interned at Duluth, Minnesota and then
moved to Hayward, Wisconsin where he
practiced for nine years. In 1946 he came
to the Nampa area where he practiced until
five years ago when he retired because
of poor health.
Dr. Wesche was a very active member of
the Nampa First Church of the Nazarene.
He was a member of the American Medical
Association; a member of the American
Association of General Practitioners; a member
of the Idaho Medical Association; and in
past years, had been a member of
the Nampa Rotary Club.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. M. Louise
(Hazelton '3D, one son, three daughters,
one sister and five grandchildren.
Mrs. Wesche resides at 515 Almond,
Nampa, Idaho 83651.
Mrs. R. J. Hutsinpiller (Vernie '21) died
March 12, 1973 in a Gaston, Indiana
nursing home.
Alba B. Cassel ('22)-died on March 5, 1973
in Upland, California. She played a major role
in higher education in the Brethren in Christ
Church. She contributed writing and editorial
skills in the preparation of religious
publications. As a distinguished teacher,
capable administrator, accomplished scholar,
and an exemplary Christian, she was honored
in 1968 with the Messiah College-Upland
College Alumni Association Appreciation Award.
She gave many years of service as
instructor in English, literature, Latin, and
Bible. She taught first at Messiah College,
then at Upland College, where she also
served as Dean and Registrar.
Harrison Wilcox ('28) of 21918 Redmond
Avenue, East Detroit, Michigan, died on
May 28. 1973 after a long illness.
GLOBAL TAYLOR
Miss Ruby Enns ('52) is now back in
India working for the Lord. She is helping
to translate Gospel Light material for Sunday
Schools. Her main work is to go to different
churches and help and encourage
Sunday Schools.
Miss Enns can be reached at this address:
5/16 Milton Street, Cooke Town,
Bangalore 560005 India.
Gary ('65) and Sheryl (Hatton '65) Bowman
are continuing their work in Spain. They report
"As we are seeing in cases of young people,
God is still changing lives. Fellows who
were once running the streets are now
walking them witnessing for Jesus Christ."
They have a new address: Manuel
Comin, 10; Madrid-33, Spain.
Barbara Hovda ('53) left for Singapore
in June. Her new address is O.M.F.,
2 Cluny Road, Singapore 10. She will be
here until September and her place of service
for her next term is still not definite.
Leon and Martha (Johnson '48) Strunk
have a new address which is: Instituto
Teologico Joao Ramos Jr., Caixa Postal 2561,
30.000 Belo Horizonte, M.G., Brazil.
Leon was appointed to be director of the
regional seminary in Belo Horizonte and is
pastor of a small church which has two
growing congregations connected with it.
They said "We are still getting used to
the hurried pace of living in this city of
over two million people. As a family we
are grateful to God for the many ways He has
blessed us in this past year, and for the
sense of His presence in difficult hours."
Stanley and Joanne (Dutro '54) Maughlin
were elected as missionary representatives by
the United Methodist Missionary Conference
in January at Stony Point, New York.
They arrived in New York in April to assume
their year-long responsibilities. Stanley
has been in educational and industrial work
in Zaire for about 15 years. Joanne, a native
of Eaton, Indiana, went to Zaire in 1959
and taught. This is where the two met and
were married. Joanne holds the master's
degree in foreign service from Scarritt College,
Nashville, Tennessee. The Maughlins have
four children—Alan, 11; Carla, 8;
Curtis, 6; and Loren, 1.
John ('42) and Betty (Parmer x'44)
Bontrager are on furlough from Nigeria
starting June 13. Their new address is
515 Harding Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514.
Barton ('66) and Marilyn (Stucky x'fi6)
Comstock will be living in Izmir, located on
the western edge of Turkey, for the next two
years. Bart completed internship and two
years of pediatric residency at CHM in June.
They have two children: Monique, 4, and
Jared IV2. The Comstock's address is
TUSLOG Detachment 119, APO New York 09224.
C. P. Tarkington C55) and his family
have been granted a year's extension on
their furlough. As of January 13 they have
been pastoring the Rexford Community Church
in Rexford, Kansas. Their address is Box 88,
Rexford, Kansas 67753.
Mike ('55) and Lorena (Smith x'56) Murphy
are continuing their work in Brazil. They
say that there are so many opportunities for
them to reach young people for Christ that
we cannot meet them all. Their address
is Caixa Postal 58, 86.100 Londrina,
ESP, Brazil, S.A.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Halson Copley ('50) will
be stateside starting June 23 after their first
term of service in Italy. Their new address
is 7875 S. Kessler-Fred. Road,
Tipp City, Ohio 45271.
James ('66) and Becky (Beitzel '65)
Hamilton are continuing their work in
Canada. Their address is R. R. 1, Tappen,
British Columbia, Canada.
Don ('57) and Barbara (Benjamin '59) Love
arrived at the Philippines June 12 and
have started their language training.
With their three children they will live at







A gift annuity is a legal contract. In return for
your outright gift of cash or securities, TU
agrees to pay you an assured income for life at
a fixed and guaranteed rate. The annuity rate
will be based on your age (nearest birthday) at
the time the agreement is made.
How can it help me?
1. Your gift annuity will provide a substantial
and immediate charitable gift deduction on
your federal income tax.
2. The major portion of your annuity income will
be tax free.
3. If you are age 70 or over the chances are it
will substantially increase your income.
4. You can make a major contribution to TU
without losing income.
The Charitable Gift Annuity
is a means by which many people over the years
have chosen to help TU and at the same time
take advantage of major tax benefits available.
One such person says:
"My TU annuities give me a feeling of great security.
These investments over a span of years provide me an
ample, dependable, regular income. Low interest bear-
ing stocks which were turned over to the University,
more than doubled in yield. Additional benefit is gained
from these annuities through their federal tax exemp-
tion feature granted for investment in institutions of
higher learning. Far beyond these excellent monetary
attractions is the pleasure of knowing the value to the
University for the Christian education of men and
women and the enrichment of the lives of these young
people. As our privately supported smaller colleges
are in dire need of financial aid, our investment in
their future gives a double return on our annuities.
My association with TU is greatly rewarding."
Hortense Braden
Consider a Charitable Gift Annuity
A gift annuity is a legal contract. In return for your out-
right gift of securities, Taylor University agrees to pay you an
assured income for life at a fixed and guaranteed rate. This
income, or annuity payment, will be based on your age
(nearest birthday) at the time the agreement is made. Your
gift annuity will provide a substantial and immediate charit-
able gift deduction on your federal income tax return and
will also provide a tax exclusion on the annual income.
Example:
Mrs. W, a widow aged 75, arranged a $10,000 gift annuity
with Taylor University. As long as she lives she will receive
$700 a vear income. This is a 7% rate as shown for age 75.
Her net return is even better because of two federal income
tax benefits.
(1) of the $700 annual income only $212.10 is reported as
taxable income
(2) A charitable gift deduction in the amount of $4,190 is
allowed, resulting in a substantial reduction on other
tax liability.
Check the table below for the rate of return for your age.
Gift Annuity Rates
SINGLE LIFE
AGE RATE AGE RATE AGE RATE
60 5.2% 69 6.1% 78 7.7%
61 5.3% 70 6.2% 79 7.9%
62 5.3% 71 6.4% 80 8.2%
63 5.4% 72 6.5% 81 8.5%
64 5.5% 73 6.7% 82 8.8%
65 5.6% 74 6.9% 83 9.1%
66 5.7% 75 7.0% 84 9.4%
67 5.8% 76 7.2% 85 9.7%
68 6.0% 77 7.4% 86 10.0%
Gift Annuity Agreements con olso be written to cover two lives when desired.
In this case the payments are reduced. (Rates are available upon request)
IG DOTTED LINE AND M
PLEASE SEND h
"
Some Thin&s You Should Know About
(without obligation) f Charitable Gift Annuities At Taylor U."
MR., MRS OR M ISS
ADDRESS
ZIP CODE
YOUR BIRTHDATE SPOUSE BIRTHDATE
CHECK BOX IF YOU DESIRE:
SAMPLE GIFT ANNUITY CALCULATION FOR YOUR AGE
D GIFT ANNUITY RATES AND TAX CALCULATION FOR TWO LIVES
ADDITIONAL BOOKLETS AVAILABLE:
Q MAKING YOUR WILL
INCLUDING TAYLOR UNIVERSITY IN YOUR.WILL
DR. k URS. G. HARLOWE EVANS
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